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GENERAL DYNAMICS 

Space Systems Division 
PG Box 85390 Sar Cfego Zdhlorn a 92'38 . 519 573 8OGC 

7 January 1992 

Dr. Harold Weitzner 
MFDDivisim 
Courant Institute - NYU 
251 Mercer St 
NCW Yak, NY 10012-1 110 

Dear Dr. Weitpler: 

Thank you for providing a draft of Section II for the FEAC report on the ITER. My staff and I 
have studied it careNly and have some observations to conmbute. The most important is that the 
primary recommendation in the draft doesn't seem flow from the background text and the findings. 

The text of the draft contains the following statements with rtspect to the third option, the "two 

machine scenario:" 

. "would certainly be of lower risk," 
"is likely to be a faster scenario and likely lead to a DEMO sooner," 
"A third scenario with separate devices ... would likely strain the understanding 
of the ITER terms of references, although such a scenario could accelerate the 
development of fusion." 

Tht text also umtains the statement: 

"any program should attempt to accelerate &velopment even at some modest 
risk" 

It seems that the findings point to the two machine scenario. It is our objective to accelerate the 
development and commercialization of fusion. Modifying the ITER Terms of Reference is a 
legalistic, not a scientific matter. I don't think that this really is an issue since it should be a global 
objective of having commercial fusion with minimum risk and cost at the earliest point in time. 
Legal issues an out of our charter's scopt. 

Them also sctms to be a misunderstanding of the programmatic costs of the two machine scenario. 
If, if fact, this scenario is shorter and of lower risk, then it should follow that it also is likely that it 
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is less expensive. I believe that this conclusion is born out by the outcome of a program plan 
prepared in the 1970s by the ERDA, published as ERDA 76'110. He=, it was shown that the 
shorter program was less expensive since it ended sooner. The annual operating costs simply went 
away. This should be true as well for a global program whose annual costs are on the order of 
magnitude of a Billion dollars per year and growing. 

It is our feeling that the two machine scenario also is likely to lead to a more attractive reactor 
which is, as you may know, of high concern to industry. I stated in an earlier letter to Rulon 
LiIlfd:  

"While I am a novice in the details of fusion, it seems to me that the lTER, as presently conceived, 
doesn't obviously lead to any kind of a competitive commercial power plant. Such a plant was to 
be the objective according to the 1990 FPAC report. The competition for fusion would appear to be 
nuclear fission (which has its safety and waste disposal problems) and solar (which is costly at the 
present time). My staff  has shown me designs of the new passively safe nuclear plants and of solar 
electric plants, and it sccms to me that these, on p a p ,  would have far mom appeal to utilities by 
virtue of thcir simplicity. I've learned that fusion plants can potentially achieve comparable 
capital costs per kilowatt of power, but it is not obvious to me that such complex fusion reactors 
can have the necessary plant availability or even can be repaired if there is some kind of large 
accident. 

Therefore, it seems to me that the present U.S. ITER assessment is, perhaps, missing the point. 
Rather than trying to identify a cheaper lTER concept, maybe we ought to focus on the really 
central issue - Q t s  the curnnt llER project lead to a reactor that a utility would prefer versus the 
alternatives? In this cunncction, rve had some discussions with individuals at the EIectric Power 
Research Institute, and I sense that this is a concern there too." 

I attempted to ~leintroduce this commercial focus in our Dallas meeting but somehow failed to get 
the group to focus. As a result, the subpanel has yet to deal with this concern which I believe is 
essential to the success of the fusion enterprise. The two machine scenario addresses this concern 
in thc following way: 

It pumits much earlier development and testing uflow activatia blankets, 
it permits much earlier development and testing of high pcrfmancc plasma- 
faciugcanponcnts, and 
it dcals with the real (neutron) reactor problems much earlier - these are the 
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pacing items for commercial fusion power development! 

I hasten to add that t hae  an important plasma physics problems in addition to confinement that 
may require special facilities for their resolution. The following two appear to be the most 
impartant: 

Achievement of high confinement efficiency ("beta") in a tokamak or tokamak- 
like gwmetry, and 
Achievement of efficient and affordable current drive (or VERY long pulse 
length.) 

Perhaps these can be added to the "physics" XTEFt as primary missions if it is deemed that they can 
be achieved in such a machine. If not, perhaps can be better addressed in smaller, less expensive 
machines. 

Your draft also points out that "In any case, a 14 MEV neutron sou~ct for materials testing and low 
activation materials development would be necessary." It is implied that this neutron source is 
r t q d  in all thrrx scenarios. However* this facility doesn't seem to appear in the ITER or any of 
the national plans as far as I know. Is this facility a sine qua non of can its functions be achieved in 
tktwomachincscenario3 

In coMtctioa with this letter, Ihave attached a chart that might be a good plan forthe two machine 
scenario. Hert, wc have included a 14 MeV n e u m  source as we feel that it is necessary. YOU will 
note that we have taken thc liberty of defhing the "DEMO" as an upgrade to the European CDA 
approach. If this is to happen, then such a machine wil l  require close a n t i o n  to the following 
objectives: 

Smaller/cheaper than thc CDA/HARD - Perhaps We the Perkins "SMART" 
w 
Obviouslyreliable, 
obvidymaintainable, 
Obviously much saf' and moec environmentally attractive than fission (with all 

f%sion fuel cycle costs in-), and 
Obviously ccanomically competitive with solar and other rencwables (also with 
allofthcircostsintemalized). 
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I hope that you will agne With the conclusions of my letter. I'm looking forward to seeing you in 
St. ]Louis next week 

c.c.: Prof. h4. A. AWou, UCLA 
Dr. David Baldwin, LLNL 
Dr. Klaus Berkncr, LBNL 
Dr. Lee Bmy, ORNL 
Mr. Floyd Culler, WRI 
Dr. Steve Dean, FPA 
Dr. Dalc DcFntct, MDAC 
Dr. Wil Gaustcr, SNL 
Dr. John P. Holdrcn, UCB 
Dr. Rulm Word, LANL 
Dr. Norman F. Ness, Uv. (3 De .awaxe 
Dr. David Dave Ovcrskci., GA 
Dr. Ronald Parker, MIT 
Dr. Douglas8 post. PPPL 
Dr. Paul Rutherford, PPPL 
Mr. Howard Schaffer, WEC 
Dr. Don stcincr* RPI 


